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Attitudes Toward Converts
More than a half century ago, Jacob Katz briefly sketched the attitudes that
the Tosafists of northern France and Germany—and other related rabbinic
decisors—displayed toward converts to Judaism. In doing so, he identified
several key Talmudic interpretations and halakhic constructs as the axes
around which the rabbinic positions could be charted.1 At the same time,
Ben Zion Wacholder published a study on conversion to Judaism in Tosafist
literature.2 Rami Reiner has supplemented these earlier efforts by focusing
on the status of converts in the rabbinic thought of medieval Ashkenaz.3
Crucial to any such undertaking is the ability to distinguish between
the attitude of a particular rabbinic authority to an individual convert (ger),
and his sense of how accepting the Jewish community should be of the halakhic institution of conversion (giyyur) as a whole. As an extreme example
of this problematic, one cannot properly assess Maimonides’ overall approach
to conversion solely on the basis of the fact that he was obviously quite impressed and encouraged by the commitment and knowledge of R. ‘Ovadyah
ha-Ger.4 In medieval Ashkenaz as well, leading Tosafists and halakhic
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authorities had interactions with individual converts. These relationships,
however, do not automatically signal that these authorities favored the steady
acceptance of converts as a matter of communal halakhic policy.
A case in point is Katz’s assertion that in order to demonstrate that “the
desirability of gerey sedeq (righteous proselytes) was indeed taken for granted,
it is sufficient to quote the description by R. Joel b. Isaac of Bonn” (d. ca.
1200, father of Rabiah of Cologne and a noted German Tosafist and halakhist
in his own right) of an actual case of conversion: “And the Spirit went
forth from the Lord and rested in the heart of that man, R. Abraham son of
Abraham our father, and it came to pass that when the Spirit rested on
him . . .”5 Katz concludes that “to conceive of the act as the descent of God’s
Spirit into the heart of the proselyte presupposes a positive evaluation of the
conversion.”6
R. Joel most certainly judged this conversion to be a success, as the
citation reproduced by Katz indicates. Indeed, R. Joel further characterizes
this convert, whom he had the opportunity to observe for a lengthy period
of time, as an ish tam ve-yashar yoshev ohalim. Despite the ger’s deep interest
in studying Torah and his pure intentions, R. Joel did not permit him, as
some rabbinic figures in Speyer had done, to study the text of the Bible from
the Latin (referred to in this responsum as leshon galahim, the language of
priests), which was more familiar to him at this point than Hebrew was.
R. Joel did allow him to serve as a prayer leader, against the position taken by
the rabbinic authorities in Würzburg, although this issue depends on halakhic
considerations beyond the basic religious worthiness of the convert, such as
whether a ger may fully recite those sections of the prayers that describe the
lineage and inheritance of the Jewish people vouchsafed to them through the
patriarchs.7 Nonetheless, R. Joel’s consistent recognition of the sincerity and
religious integrity of this particular convert does not demonstrate that he was
necessarily supportive of ongoing conversions as a desired phenomenon.
Similarly, the great praise reserved for individual converts who gave their
lives in the course of various Christian persecutions, following the distinctive tenets of this precept as expressed in Ashkenazic thought and practice,
does not shed any conclusive light on the status of converts in Ashkenaz more
broadly. The Crusade chronicle composed by Solomon b. Samson records
the case of an unnamed ger zedeq in the northern Rhineland town of Xantes,
who inquired of a certain R. Moses ha-Kohen (known locally as the Kohen
ha-Gadol) as to what his fate would be if he slaughtered himself in the name
of the Holy One. R. Moses responded that he would be joined together with
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all of the other Jewish martyrs (in the same circle, bi-mehitsatenu). At the
same time, however, he would also be situated along with other righteous
converts to Judaism and would “sit in their circle.”8
R. Moses clearly intended to encourage and to praise the convert in this
instance, suggesting perhaps that the nature of his reward would be even
loftier than the rewards of those martyrs who were not converts. And yet R.
Moses’ response also suggests that truly righteous converts were considered
to be “equal to but separate from” the rest of the righteous. The act of martyrdom rendered this convert very special. Yet even in this instance, there is
a measure of separation presumed between righteous converts and those righteous Jews who were born as Jews, even as this R. Moses cannot be identified as a known rabbinic or halakhic authority, and Solomon b. Samson’s
Crusade chronicle does not carry any inherent halakhic valence.9
In a similar vein, while the leading twelfth-century northern French Tosafist, R. Isaac b. Samuel (Ri) of Dampierre (d. 1189), wrote that “if potential proselytes are persistent in their sincere desire to convert [mit’amtsim
le-hitgayyer],” and are not accepted too quickly or for purposes of marriage,
“we should accept them.”10 He also maintains, on the basis of a Talmudic
formulation, “that the Divine presence rests fully only with families of pure
lineage.”11 In short, we are dealing here with some rather nuanced texts and
conceptions, both halakhic and nonhalakhic, whose valences are not always
unified or unequivocal.
The studies noted earlier maintain that the rabbinic attitudes toward
converts in northern France and Germany were fundamentally similar, and
that when and where attitudes did change, they did so in parallel ways.12
However, on the basis of several manuscript passages and a concomitant rereading of published materials, it is possible to demonstrate that the Tosafists in northern France were more welcoming and tolerant of prospective
converts over time than were their German counterparts. This can be seen
not only with regard to the interpretation of descriptive Talmudic passages
but also in the ways that they framed and discussed the halakhic requirements for conversion. This dichotomy is further supported by evidence from
both Jewish and Christian sources that suggests that there was a steadier
stream of converts to Judaism in northern France than in Germany during
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,13 and, even more significantly, as we
shall see, by aspects of the self-image of these often like-minded yet ultimately distinct centers of Jewish life and scholarship in northern Europe.
Moreover, this distinction can also be correlated with the nature of the
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relationship between the Jewish populace in each of these geographic centers
and the various groups of church figures who lived and served there.
Not surprisingly, dedicated converts to Judaism tended to reach out to—
or to be brought to the attention of—leading Tosafists in both northern
France and Germany. In turn, these rabbinic figures, who were often impressed with the achievements and devotion of the converts, sometimes welcomed them into their homes and other wise provided guidance and support.14
There appears, however, to be a sharp difference in the levels of rabbinic
involvement with prospective converts before their conversions.
Northern French Tosafists dealt with procedural questions of how a particular conversion should be performed and with problems that actually
arose during that process and did not only put forward Talmudic interpretations or larger, theoretical halakhic prescriptions in these matters. German
Tosafists commented on the relevant Talmudic sugyot and issued halakhic
rulings based on those sugyot, but these efforts tended to be much less innovative or reflective than those of their northern French counterparts. The
German rabbis presented or summarized the Talmudic material with little
or no comment and did not make efforts to correlate (or to qualify) the Talmudic requirements in ways that the northern French authorities did. Moreover, there does not appear to have been a single instance in which a German
Tosafist discussed or put forward the case of a potential convert (i.e., before
his or her conversion) whose process of conversion generated a specific halakhic problem or query. Among northern French Tosafists, on the other
hand, such instances are relatively easy to come by, not only in Tosafot texts
themselves but also within responsa and briefer rulings (pesakim) by these
Tosafists. While documentation exists for northern French Tosafists who
dealt with specific cases and questions of individuals undergoing a giyyur process, there is no such documentation for German Tosafists.
This finding is both surprising and suggestive because typically the writings of the German Tosafists focused much more heavily on recording the
application of halakhic policies and principles in actual cases (ma’asim) than
did the Tosafist literature of northern France. Indeed, German Tosafists often shared such actual ma’asim (and the approaches that they took) with
their colleagues so that they could express their own halakhic or judicial
opinions in a way that French Tosafists did not.15 With regard to matters of
conversion, however, these patterns are not at all evident, which further
suggests that the relative silence and less nuanced approach maintained by
the German authorities with regard to pre-gerut cases and policies were
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carefully considered and quite deliberate. In short, it would appear that
German Tosafists and rabbinic authorities during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries were far less encouraging of potential converts to Judaism
than their counterparts in northern France. What follows is a detailed presentation and analysis of sources from both sides of the divide, which will
also detail the operant practices and procedures for conversion in Ashkenazic lands at this time. At the end of the study, two larger reasons or
causes for this dichotomy will be proposed.

Conversion Procedures in Northern France
R. Isaac (Ri) of Dampierre dealt directly with a number of procedural problems and situations in connection with actual instances of gerut, and he offers
several creative Talmudic interpretations that address such matters, although
he did not rule in a consistently lenient fashion. In a case concerning a candidate for conversion who had been circumcised (incorrectly) at night in front of
three individuals, two of whom were related and technically unacceptable as
judges (since they were married to sisters), Ri ruled that in the absence of any
confirmation that the circumcision had been performed by day, it was proper
to now draw some blood (as an indicator of circumcision) since the process of
conversion is to be treated as a case of mishpat, which required judicial conventions to be followed. This meant that its major constituent parts must be
undertaken during the day, as per the scripturally mandated requirements for
the proper meeting of a rabbinic court. Although Ri was apparently less concerned in this instance with the fact that two of these individuals were related
(since there were ultimately two nonrelated judges from among the three who
had witnessed the circumcision or the immersion), he reiterates that the
standing requirement is to appoint three appropriate nonrelated judges who
would oversee all aspects of the conversion process by day.
Ri adds that leniencies with respect to witnessing the immersion and
the circumcision are possible to countenance after the fact (be-di’eved), since
the Talmud at one point in tractate Yevamot (45b) allows the immersion of
the ger to follow the model of the immersion of a nidah, for which three
(male) witnesses are not typically present, and yet the immersion was
considered valid. However, where it is possible to do every thing a priori in
accordance with the court procedures indicated by mishpat, even with respect
to the immersion and circumcision, this is clearly the preferred approach (as
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indicated by the Talmud in nearby passage, Yevamot 47b). It should be noted
that at no point does Ri allow for any deviation with regard to the basic
acceptance of Judaism and its commandments, which must precede the
circumcision and the immersion.16
Ri was asked whether two converts were permitted to marry each other,
and he responded in the affirmative. Some rabbinic authorities were concerned about this, lest both partners return to their preconversion ways,
and they cited proof from a Tosefta passage to this effect. Ri, however, saw
no halakhic difficulty in such a case, since the Talmud itself clearly does not
prohibit this marriage.17
Tosafot texts to tractate Avodah Zarah record in Ri’s name a ruling in
the case of a convert who had accepted the commandments and undergone
circumcision but did not properly immerse. Although this conversion was
considered incomplete and did not confer full Jewish status on the candidate, Ri ruled (according to his student R. Judah Sirleon, d. 1224) that the
touch of this person did not render wine unfit for Jewish consumption.18 The
parallel passage in the standard Tosafot to tractate Avodah Zarah concludes
that Ri did not wish to implement this lenient ruling in practice, although
this final comment may well be a subsequent addendum.19
Ri’s halakhic sensibilities regarding the shortcomings in the case of an
actual conversion court described earlier make their way into several collections of northern French Tosafot, although his insistence on requiring three
judges a priori for all aspects of the conversion process does not. Indeed, there
appears to be an assertion in these later Tosafist passages, against the approach of Ri, that the paradigm (and rules) of mishpat applies only to the
initial kabalat ha-mitsvot. The specific issue of circumcision at night is not
raised in these variant passages, even as the question of immersion at night
is.20 This may perhaps constitute another example of the disconnect that
sometimes existed between interpretational formulations and strategies recorded in Tosafot texts and the practical pesakim of even important Tosafists
such as Ri.21
In light of the firm insistence by French Tosafists during the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries that kabalat ha-mitsvot had to be undertaken in the
presence of three judges, even as the immersion of a convert is deemed to be
valid after the fact if fewer observers were present, Tosafot passages discuss
why it was indeed so necessary to have three judges for kabalat ha-mitsvot (as
derived from the verses that link gerim to mishpat), since there are several
types of Jewish monetary law that can be tried in front of a single expert
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judge (yahid mumheh). These Tosafot texts quickly conclude that no such leniency is possible in the case of conversion, but they further assert (as does
the standard Tosafot to Yevamot 46b–47a) that the three judges whose presence is required need not be formally ordained experts themselves (as is required for certain more complex forms of monetary law). This is because the
Talmud derives that present-day judges may generally perform these necessary and fairly common judicial functions as duly constituted representatives
of the fully invested judicial system of yore in the land of Israel, when the
original form of authorization, or semikhah, was in vogue.
The frequent emergence of common types of cases that required judicial ser vices to adjudicate them meant that judges had to be authorized to
hear them, even if they were not ordained with the original form of semikhah.
As the concluding passage in Tosafot ha-Rosh to Kidushin puts it (found also
in other Tosafot variants): “Just as the rabbis were concerned that borrowers
should not be stymied [lit., the door should not be locked in their faces] in
their attempts to borrow money [since the lenders would tend not to lend if
there was no way to appoint judges who could adjudicate any disputes that
arose], they were also concerned about ‘the door not becoming locked’ in
the face of [potential] converts.”22
The standard Tosafot to Kidushin ends with a formulation by R. Netan’el
of Chinon (ca. 1180–1260), who studied with Ri’s student R. Isaac b. Abraham
(Ritsba) of Dampierre and was later linked with R. Yehi’el of Paris and the
Tosafist academy at Evreux, that provides a second justification for the ability
of judicial tribunals consisting of non-mumhim judges to continue to handle
cases of gerut: “Regarding a ger, the word le-doroteikhem is written [in the
Torah], which suggests that these laws apply in all contexts even though we do
not now have mumhin since there are no longer any who are ordained. The
word ule-doroteikhem means for all generations, forever.”23 Here again, these
formulations of Tosafist interpretation would appear to ratify the presence of
actual halakhic conversion activities that were taking place “on the ground.”24
Ri’s leading student and immediate successor, R. Samson of Sens, does
not refer to any actual cases involving potential adult converts. He does, however, describe the physical difficulties in performing the ritual circumcision
or extraction of blood (for purposes of conversion) on a one-year-old Christian child “in our neighborhood” who was being converted according to the
Talmudic principle that a minor convert could be immersed (and initiated
into Judaism) under the authority of the Jewish court (Ketubot 11a, ger katan
matbilin oto al da’at beit din).25
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Several of Ri’s views, including both his leniencies and some of his concerns, made their way into the (prescriptive) Sefer Mitsvot Gadol by R. Moses of Coucy (d. ca. 1250, and a student of Ri’s direct student R. Judah
Sirleon). As Ri did in his pesak, R. Moses stresses that three judges are
necessary a priori for the immersion, and that the immersion must be done
by day (as a function of mishpat) and cannot be done at night or on the Sabbath, although he rules that an immersion at night is acceptable after the
fact. Against the various northern France Tosafot passages that we have seen,
and perhaps somewhat closer to Ri’s stated preferences in his written pesak,
R. Moses of Coucy required that three judges be present for the immersion
under all conditions.26
R. Moses of Coucy lays out the details of the conversion process as they
appear in several sugyot in tractate Yevamot. He notes that the requirement
to inform the potential ger of a selection of difficult (or costly) commandments, and of the punishments that were assigned for the violation of various commandments, was intended primarily as a means of dissuading the
candidate or, alternatively, as a means of properly warning him about what
his new responsibilities would be, as a matter of fairness and not necessarily
as a means of dissuading him.27 Similarly, Semag presents a mixed series of
views as to the desirability of converts for the Jewish people, reflecting the
range of opinions that had been noted by Ri and other northern French
Tosafists, including a formulation that compares gerim most favorably to the
Jews who stood at Mount Sinai.28 Once again, R. Moses stresses as Ri did
(and perhaps even more so) that three judges must be present not only for
the initial acceptance of the mitsvot by the convert but also for the confirmation of his (or her) acceptance at the time of immersion.29

Conversion as Reflected in German Rabbinic Literature
If we look at the way that German Tosafists and rabbinic authorities during
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries dealt with the Talmudic sugyot that discuss gerut, we are struck by the differences not only in terms of their conclusions but also with respect to the methods employed and the halakhic
values expressed in the course of these interpretations. R. Eli’ezer b. Nathan
(Raban, d. ca. 1165) discusses matters of gerut in two sections of his Even
ha-Ezer. In the first instance, which is included among his collected responsa
in the first part of this work, one of Raban’s sons-in-law asked him to explain
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a sugya in Yevamot (97b) that raises the concern that people will be dissuaded
from undergoing conversions. A prior sugya in Yevamot (47b) that deals with
the procedures for telling a potential convert about certain difficult mizvot
expects that this detail may well dissuade the individual from converting,
which is seen as an appropriate result.
Raban responds by distinguishing between the circumstances in each
case. He does not appear to entertain the possibility, as Semag later did, that
the more practical sugya in Yevamot (47b) does not seek to dissuade the convert per se, but rather to let him (or her) know what his responsibilities will
be, so that he will not be able to put forward the claim subsequently that he
was unaware of the consequences of his actions.30
When Raban discusses the procedural sugyot in Yevamot (46b–47a) in
the body of his halakhic work, he offers little analysis of any of the procedures and does not address any deviations from the Talmudic requirements
that might occur (be-di’eved), twice stressing that three rabbinic scholars
must be present at both the point of initial acceptance and when the acceptance is reenunciated at the point of immersion (for women as well as for
men), which must take place during the day because of the requirement of
mishpat. He also repeats that the goal of imparting the information concerning the stringent mitsvot is to dissuade the potential convert. Raban follows
the Talmudic material to the letter, but he does so in a way that suggests that
there was nothing especially current here. Nor does he offer any guidance for
exigencies that might occur, as Ri and others in northern France did.31
Just before his instruction in this section concerning the immersion of
a female convert, Raban includes a brief paraphrase of the sugya (in Ketubot
11a) concerning the conversion of a ger katan. He concludes, however, with
a similarly brief paraphrase of the final piece of the Talmudic discussion
(Yevamot 48b, end), which is a Baraita on the theme of why gerim suffer and
are downtrodden at this time.32
Raban’s grandson, Rabiah (d. ca. 1225), also appears to have been rather
unyielding with regard to the composition of a beit din for the various facets
of gerut. A passage in Sefer Mordekhai (an important late thirteenth-century
halakhic compendium) begins by noting that the leading Sefardic authority
R. Isaac Alfasi (Rif, d. 1103 in Lucena) ruled (based on a passage in Yevamot
45b) that be-di’eved, an immersion for purposes of conversion could be effective even if fewer than three people were present. The Gemara presents the
case of a female convert who had given birth to a child and had gone to the
mikveh (to remove her status as a nidah) once she was married. According to
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Rif ’s understanding, this sugya indicates that just as the immersion of a niddah is valid even if it was not witnessed, so too this convert’s immersion is
valid after the fact, at least in order to consider her child as born of a Jewish
mother (and there is an analogous situation of a man who immerses after
his conversion to remove the taint of qeri).
The Mordekhai passage then cites Rabiah, from his no longer extant Sefer
Avi’asaf. Although Rabiah was prepared to understand the initial sugya a bit
differently from how Rif did (in that the mother’s subsequent immersion
would also confirm her own conversion be-di’eved), the larger Talmudic construct that accepts the immersion of a nidah to ratify the conversion does so
only if it was also possible to verify that this woman conducted herself publicly in accordance with the tenets of the Jewish religion (mitnaheget ke-dat
yehudit) even before her immersion as a nidah; other wise, her conversion was
not valid to any extent. As such, it is difficult according to Talmudic law to
establish the validity of a conversion if three judges were not present at the
convert’s immersion.33
Similarly, Rabiah sought to limit the possibility of a minor (and especially a baby or a very young child) converting to Judaism via the principle of
ger katan matbilin oto al da’at beit din. This procedure was still in vogue in
northern France for babies and young children, as was noted earlier in the
case of R. Samson of Sens. Rabiah, however, maintained that the sugya of ger
katan (Ketubot 11a, and see also Sanhedrin 68b) applies only to a minor who
had himself come before the community and its court and asked that he be
converted to Judaism. This sugya allows the community to honor his request
even though he is technically not a bar da’at. If, however, the minor does not
want this change in status (and does not initiate this request himself for whatever reason), a conversion performed by the beit din alone would not be valid.34
Irrespective of whether Rabiah’s limitation of the sugya of ger katan was
widely cited or accepted, there are no references to any actual cases in which
a ger katan was converted to Judaism in Germany in this period. Although
there are a small number of German rabbinic sources that discuss the need
for a convert who was born circumcised to undergo hatafat dam berit, these
discussions are presented incidentally with regard to the larger halakhic
problem—and actual cases that had to be resolved—of whether a Jew who was
born already circumcised was allowed to have hatafat dam berit on the Sabbath.
The theoretical situation of the convert was introduced principally as a foil.35
A similar pattern is evident for R. Isaac b. Moses of Vienna, author of
the halakhic compendium Sefer Or Zaru’a. R. Isaac studied in northern
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France with R. Judah Sirleon and R. Samson of Coucy (who were both students of Ri), but he also studied in Germany with Rabiah and R. Simhah of
Speyer.36 One of his responsa in Sefer Or Zaru’a suggests that R. Isaac did
not follow Ri’s halakhic approach to gerim, but identified instead with the
less flexible German approach.37
The subject of this responsum is not a case of conversion but rather
whether a bill of divorce (get) can be given at night. R. Isaac concludes that
just as a get may not be written and produced at night, it cannot be given at
night, deriving this in large measure from the determination that the immersion of a ger cannot take place at night. Immersion is an integral part of
the conversion process and is linked with the word mishpat. Formal rabbinic
pronouncements of mishpat, as noted earlier, can take place only by day. R.
Isaac notes that there is nothing specific about the immersion of the convert
that is associated with mishpat. Nonetheless, the Talmudic requirement that
the immersion take place during the day results from the convention that
“all issues concerning a ger” are subsumed under the rubric of mishpat. R.
Isaac concludes that since the writing of a get also cannot take place at night
(on the basis of a scriptural derivation), a get cannot be given at night either.38
The only other discussion of moment in the voluminous Sefer Or Zaru’a
that even touches on gerut is found within a responsum that deals with the
need for every repentant sinner (ba’al teshuvah) to undergo immersion as a
form of expiation, in accordance with a teaching of R. Simhah of Speyer. In
his discussion, R. Isaac suggests that the immersion of a returning apostate
is undertaken to atone for the now prohibited acts that he or she had committed as a non-Jew.39 There is no evidence that R. Isaac dealt with any actual
cases of giyyur, nor is there any other discussion of the laws of gerut in Sefer
Or Zarua’, with the exception of its recording of the case of the ger katan in
Sens, noted earlier, that was handled by R. Samson of Sens.
Indeed, R. Simhah of Speyer (as cited by R. Meir of Rothenburg) was
the only German Tosafist to offer support for a significant procedural adjustment regarding gerut—in accordance with a view that had been enunciated by a northern French rabbinic scholar, R. Judah b. Yom Tov—that a
lone judge could preside over conversions as a kind of yahid mumheh, a singular judicial expert. At the same time, however, R. Simhah’s formulation
is focused on technical aspects and requirements of mishpat (and the role of
a yahid mumheh), and once again, there is no evidence that this position was
ever enunciated—or implemented—by him in an actual situation or case.40
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The wide-ranging work of supererogatory ethics and religious behavior
produced by the German Pietists, Sefer Hasidim, which is often seen as a barometer of the social and personal issues that confronted the Jews in Germany circa 1200,41 refers to gerim in only a handful of sections, even as it
refers to apostates, whose presence in Ashkenaz by the late twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries can be amply documented, in nearly fifteen sections.42
Two of the sections in Sefer Hasidim about gerim are quite positive, although
they refer to those who have already converted and focus on points of broader
spirituality. In one instance (found only in the so-called French recension of
Sefer Hasidim), an expansion of the imperative to love the ger is suggested.43
The second passage recommends that it is better for a truly good and
compassionate ger to marry a giyyoret with a similar disposition (so that together they will practice modesty and kindness and do business ethically)
than to marry a Jewess from birth (mutav le-hithaten be-zar’am mile-hithaten
be-zera Yisra’el) who does not possess these fine character traits. The union
with a compassionate giyyoret will result in the ger’s progeny moving forward
to be righteous and good.44 Although this passage calls to mind Ri’s (lenient)
ruling, noted earlier, that a ger and a giyyoret may marry, Sefer Hasidim’s formulation here highlights and upholds the fundamental separation between
the lineage of gerim and that of the larger Jewish people as a whole.45
In another passage, one of the few that appears to address an actual situation involving a candidate for giyyur before his conversion, Sefer Hasidim
maintains, in this instance against a lenient ruling proposed by Ri (see n.
18), that if a male convert was not able to be circumcised because of fears on
the part of the local community about taking this step (such that no immersion was able to take place either), his touch still renders Jewish wine
undrinkable, even as other Jews should not go so far as to feed him nonkosher food at this point.46 Moreover, Sefer Hasidim advises that an impotent
man should marry a giyyoret, as per the Talmudic ruling that one who is
impotent is permitted to marry a woman of lesser lineage.47
The anonymous author of the halakhic compendium Sefer Asufot was a
student of Rabiah and of R. Eleazar b. Judah of Worms (d. ca. 1230), author
of Sefer Rokeah. Sefer Asufot includes a fairly lengthy manual of circumcision
composed by an unnamed mohel, based heavily on the teachings and instructions (kelalei ha-milah) of a mohel of note, R. Gershom b. Jacob ha-Gozer.
Within this manual is a section that begins with the laws of conversion and
concludes with a brief section entitled hilkhot nashim ha-mitgayyerot.48
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The section is characterized by a clear degree of strictness and rigidity.
It opens with a discussion of the need to inform the potential convert, as
per the Talmudic instruction (Yevamot 47a), about the downtrodden state of
the Jewish nation, which the potential convert is told of in order to dissuade
him; the text adds that “most certainly at this time when there is a grave
danger to life, conversions are not performed.” Assuming that the candidate—
and the religious authorities—nonetheless wishes to proceed, the text continues with a regimen about kabalat ha-mitsvot, again noting that if the
candidate resigns after hearing the list of commandments, obligations, and
punishments, this is an acceptable consequence—if the candidate wishes to
terminate the process, let him do so.
This section specifies that one who is circumcised but does immerse, or
one who immerses himself but is not circumcised, is treated as a non-Jew in
every respect and renders wine not kosher by his very touch. Moreover, one
does not properly become a ger until he has undergone circumcision and immersion, in that order. Indeed, “there was a case in Mainz with a ger who was
immersed and then circumcised, and the rabbinic scholar of Mainz required
him to undergo another immersion since this must be preceded by circumcision,” yet another example of the strictness that typifies this text. A major
concern of the unnamed rabbinic authorities involved in the Mainz case (which
is perhaps the only documented case in which German rabbinic figures considered the halakhic status of a convert before his conversion) also seems to have
been the blessing: How can the convert make his blessing on the immersion,
since he is not yet obligated to perform mitsvot as a Jew before his circumcision
occurs? Perhaps the pain of the circumcision will cause him withdraw from
pursuing the conversion process to its conclusion. This constitutes an additional layer of deterrence that is not found within the Talmudic regulations.
The treatise goes on to rule that an immersion undertaken for removing
the status of keri or of a nidah is unacceptable under all conditions, and that
the immersion cannot be done in the evening or on the Sabbath. Three Torah
scholars or hashuvei ha-ir must always be present to witness the immersion
(just as the original intake and questioning concerning acceptance of the
commandments required a formally constituted beit din). At the point of
immersion, these three figures review with the candidate the obligations incumbent on a convert to Judaism, as well as the potential punishments and
rewards, and the candidate must once again accept all of this on himself.
The Asufot text requires that the convert cut his hair and pare the nails
on both his hands and his feet before his immersion, acts that appear to be
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necessary independent of the broader requirement to eliminate any visible
traces of hatsitsah before immersion. The precise phrasing of this requirement originates in a passage from Hilkhot ha-Rif to tractate Shabbat, in which
Alfasi outlines the procedures for giyyur, and it is possible that Hilkhot haRif is the source for the passage here.49 At the same time, however, these
requirements are mentioned in German rabbinic sources from this period
that deal with the return of a repentant apostate, and it is therefore possible
that these acts of penance for the returning apostate were added by Sefer Asufot to the requirements for conversion as well.50 In any case, once the convert
has properly undergone all of these various procedures, Sefer Asufot concludes
that it is incumbent on all Jews to accept and love him.
In the brief section about a woman who seeks to convert, the Asufot text
calls for her to fast each day (with the exception of the Sabbath) for a month
before her conversion. This was perhaps meant as an act of expiation, an aspect that was noted earlier in connection with Sefer Or Zaru’a (and with regard to the preparations for immersion just outlined), although there is no
explanation given for this practice by Sefer Asufot itself. Other women must
put the female convert into water up to her neck, at which point two talmidei
hakhamim or tovei ha-ir stand outside. This leniency, that two witnesses rather
than a full court are sufficient for this aspect of the process, is based on a passage in Yevamot (47b), although these two rabbinic scholars must also inform
her again about the various mitsvot, and their punishments and rewards.
Once again, according to Sefer Asufot, if these demands cause the potential convert to walk away from the process, so be it. If, however, the potential female convert accepts all of this, she is immersed immediately and is
permitted to marry a Jewish man. The woman cannot be immersed at night,
but only by day. In short, the rather detailed material in Sefer Asufot is in full
accord with the more limiting approach to conversion that was advocated in
Germany already by Raban.51

Accounting for the Differences
There are two overarching issues or reasons that may account for the rather
stark differences with regard to the acceptance of gerim that I have outlined
between the writings of the rabbis of northern France and those of the rabbis of Germany during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on both the theoretical and practical levels, differences that are supported and confirmed by
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the smaller number of converts overall who appear to have been accepted
in Germany as compared with northern France.52 The first is the value or
consideration of lineage, yihus, and its role in the development and ongoing
existence of the Jewish communities in northern France and Germany. As
Avraham Grossman has demonstrated, this concept or value was an exceptionally powerful one in Ashkenaz from the eleventh century onward. However, while the rabbinic circles of northern France placed significant value
on this consideration, the rabbinic families of Germany were even more committed to it.53
As noted toward the beginning of this study, Ri of Dampierre was well
aware, on the basis of a Talmudic formulation, of the differences between
gerim and those born as Jews in terms of the possibility of their receiving
the presence of the Shekhinah. Nonetheless, there was little, if any, discussion within northern France about the practical application of this kind of
larger spiritual principle, and there is no indication that marrying accepted
converts who had expended full effort and intention during their conversion
(in Ri’s words as cited earlier, mit’amtsim le-hitgayyer) constituted a diminution in any way in the individual status of the Jews who married them. As
such, northern French rabbinic authorities did not hesitate to rule leniently on
behalf of potential converts, and to deal with them benevolently even before
they had completed the conversion process. Although no German halakhist
would necessarily disagree once the conversion process had been completed, it
was left to Ri of Dampierre to exclaim (in a halakhic context), “Ve-khi bekhol
ha-mitsvot ein ger zedek bikhlal Yisr’ael?” (Is there no righteous convert among
the Jewish people who observes all of the commandments?).54
On the other hand, Sefer Hasidim and the contemporary German Tosafist
Rabiah appear to have enunciated an identifiable hierarchy in this regard.
Rabiah utilizes the phrase “the select among your brethren” (muvhar shebeahikha) to characterize the members of the larger Jewish community, who
must be especially careful in terms of marriage partners and thus may not
marry a giyyoret or a shifhah kena’anit.55 The hakham in Sefer Hasidim counsels individuals on instances in which it is appropriate to marry women with
“defective” or “lesser” yihus. In one such discussion, Sefer Hasidim actively
follows the Mishnaic and Talmudic prescription (in Yevamot) that an impotent man should marry a giyyoret.56 Given the extra measure of sensitivity to
these considerations of yihus found among the Jewish communities in Germany, it may be possible to understand the relative stringency and inflexibility
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that German Tosafists and other rabbinic decisors displayed with regard to
the Talmudic regulations governing conversion (as well as their hesitancy to
rule on cases of potential converts in practice) even as they fully welcomed
those who made it through this arduous process in any case.
Perhaps even more telling is that there appears to have been a significant difference in the ways that the Jewish communities of northern France
and Germany interacted with the surrounding Christian society. Conversion
to Judaism was a grave offense throughout Latin Christendom during the
medieval period, and there are a host of doctrinal (and temporal) texts and
materials that speak strongly against this possibility.57 There is evidence to
suggest that during the late twelfth century, when efforts to prevent conversion to Judaism were largely in the hands of local bishops, and in the first
half of the thirteenth century, when responsibility for enforcement of this
restriction was transferred to the mendicant orders, both the local bishops and
the mendicant friars were closer in terms of proximity to and possible impact
on the Jewish communities in Germany than they were to the communities of
northern France.58 It should also be noted that in two recent studies on rabbinic attitudes toward apostates, meshumadim, during the late twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries, I have found that German Tosafists were significantly
more sensitive than their northern French counter parts toward separating
these apostates from the larger Jewish community. Jewish apostates who
wished to return to the community were allowed to do so only after demonstrated acts of repentance, and a clear rejection of their prior state.59
Thus, while there is little (if any) mention in Jewish sources about Christian pressures against conversion to Judaism in northern France, there are
several explicit and strongly worded reflections of this concern in Germany.
In addition to the statement in Sefer Asufot (from the mid-thirteenth century)
noted earlier, that it is presently a sakanat nefashot (a danger to one’s life) to
convert anyone to Judaism, and a passage in Sefer Hasidim (composed in Germany during the first quarter of the thirteenth century) that indicates that
the circumcision of a potential convert could not be performed because the
Jews of his town feared doing so lest the Christians become aware of it,60
R. Meir of Rothenburg (Maharam, d. 1293) describes in a responsum the
case of four Jews who were ordered by the ruling authorities to testify under
oath about the identity of a fifth Jew, who was a ger; they faced confiscation
of their property if they did not tell the truth. Although they would have
been permitted to swear falsely (that the fifth Jew was not a convert) or to
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otherwise prevaricate in their response (even if they would thereby have
been required to forfeit some of their own assets), since this was a case of
sakanat nefashot, they testified instead that he was indeed a convert.
Maharam notes that, most fortuitously, this ger was not burned at the
stake, adding that the heavens had great mercy on him, since Maharam would
have believed that “not one in a thousand is saved [from this fate], since even
when apostates [from Judaism to Christianity] testify against a convert [to
Judaism], he is burned, how much more so when Jews testify against him.”
Instead, the ger was assigned a very stiff monetary penalty in this instance,
for which, according to Maharam, the other Jews involved were required to
repay him. It is to Maharam’s great astonishment, however, that the ger escaped the fate of being burned at the stake in this instance (which was otherwise apparently enforced), which is most striking.61
A responsum by R. Hayyim Eli’ezer, son of R. Isaac Or Zaru’a and a
student of Maharam, mentions the case of a certain Rabbi Isaac who circumcised gerim and, as a result, caused his community to be placed under
some kind of serious charge (or the threat of physical persecution), an alilah,
by the Christian authorities.62 Taken together, all of these various rabbinic
sources suggest that the pressure being brought to bear by the Christians in
Germany when Christians converted to Judaism was often much more than
just rhetoric.63
Although manuscripts of sidurim and mahzorim of German rites from
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries retain the blessings to be recited at
the circumcision of a ger, their presence may be akin to the material found
in Sefer Asufot: the laws and procedures for conversion must always be kept
“on the books,” as part of the halakhic and ritual process. Nonetheless, the
extent to which these blessings had occasion to be recited in medieval Germany remains unclear. At the same time, their recitation in northern France
during this period appears to have been more likely.64
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